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INTRODUCTION TO AI 

In this paper the future stste-of-the-art in computers and Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) are highlighted together with some implications for the 
actuarial profession. 

There have been many breakthroughs in our understanding of how the brain works 
and in the design and implementation of Artificially Intelligent (AI) computer 
programs ,especially in the areas of inference reasoning, leading to expert 
knowledge-based systems. As a result, we are poised at the beginning of a major 
technology transfer into future computer programs :U1d computer architecture 
using artificially intelligent characteristics, algorithms. heuristics. and 
primitives that. heretofore, were only performable by human minds. 

"Smart machines". which are already impacting office systems. usually have 
imbedded microcomputers. sensors and actuators, which give the machines adap
tability to theIr environment and functionality well-in-advance of their "dumb" 
forerunners. Rlit now. we are at the brink of the era of using artificially 
intelligent "expert" sys terns. 

Currently. we are in the midst of the information age. In some parts of the 
world. and in th" U.S.A •• for exampl.e. over half of the popUlation work in 
information related· jobS. Information technOlogy is flourishing - and. as would 
be expected. new tools and appliances for assisting liS in this new age are 
appearing. When we were in the agricultural age, mttltiple gangplows, reapers, 
combines, manure spreaders and irrigation machf.nes (etc.) ampl1f ied farm workers 
and their output. In the industrial age (although a recent age, to some parts 
of the world it belongs to the past), machines for raising the productivity of 
people were introduced, like l"thes, welding machines, riveters, punch presses, 
milling machines, etc. , that Illtered the infrastructure of socIety by moldJ.ng 
the industrial "ge from the agr:icultural age. Now In this new Informntion "ge, 
new tool~ and n~w appliances are coming into UBe for amplifyIng what society 
does with i.nformllUon, usually in offices, and f.or openIng the door to greater 
information "ccess. These new tools are for raising both the productivity of 
people in offices "nd the use (and access) of information everywhere - including 
the home, education and defense. 

Informlltion-age tools and appliances include computers - a tool which emerged 
from the industrial age - that speeded its demise and at the same time " .. lped 
create the new 8ge of information dimensions. Computers, word processors, 
calculators, an<l the lik", AS they are forecasted to evolve into future infor
mation technology, portend to provide future business, professionals, educators, 
governments, offices, farmers, indus try, mnnage r9. poli ticians and ins t1 tutl.ons 
with information acceSs techniques and methods to help measut"e, acquire, store, 
process, m8nipul~te, ;i.~soclate, retrieve, dissem.f.nate, commnnicate, and apply 
information - and to ~"" tat in turning information into real-time nppl1cable 
knowledge. 
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This information age. will be i;"pacted by this relatively new Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) technology which is rapidly advancing beyond the research 
stage into practical use. Thus, actuaries, scient is ts and mllnagement, as well 
as most other are~s of btlsines~ and society, wl.ll soon rapidly begin to reap the 
benefits of almost 30 years of. AI research. In recent years, AI has been moving 
toward the development of expert systems. 

What is An expert system? Today, it is a computer system conSisting of a set of 
AI programs that tlse a stored knowledge base and inference procedures to solve 
problems. Artificial Intelligence research is a subfield of computer science 
that investigates the imitation of human processes (within computer systems). 
These AI processe~ ~re called heuristics. Heuristics include learning, symbolic 
reasoning, logic, inductive discovery and reasoning, deductive analysis, problem 
solving, and other intelligence processes including machine representation of 
knowledge for use in i;'ference task.g. AI assumes that such heuristic knowledge 
is of equal or greater importance than factual knowledge - in fact, for AI pur
poses, heuristics is assum .. d to be the process defined as "expertise" - i.e., 
what "experts" do. 

Heuristics goes beyond the use of just logical procedural-oriented strings of 
instructions operating on streams of data, or on data baaes - like programs that 
occur in standard computer sys tems. Simply, AI heuristics imitates the human 
brain, especially including heuristic processes for discovering how to solve a 
problem, or to diagnose. 

AI expert systems are also known as knowledge information processing systems. 
Their growth is spawning "knowledge engineering" as a new profession for com
puter scientists and programmers. 

Conventional information processIng computer systems execute a string of in
structions (the program) as they stream from memory, processing and transforming 
data in its memory. 

In knowledge proceSSing computer systems, overlayered upon the conventional 
information processing system, tree strings of knowledge inference procedures 
working on data, heuristic rules and qu~stion/answers are executed from and on 
information in m<!mory. Expert systems thread through their knowledge bases via 
"IF-THEN-AND" heuristic rules - that is, the contents of knowledge bases in 
expert systems is the recodification of knowledge into IF-THEN-AND logic. 
Generation of knowledge bases USing IF-THEN-AND rilles is akin to programming but 
without procedure-oriented statements and instructions. 

AI heuristics include logical inference procedures which allow semantic access 
of knowledge bases whi~h tlse AI processes for making "expert" judgements. AI 
expert systems capture and store the known expertise of a field, and translate 
such knowledge, v ia AI programs and hardware that offer intelligent assistance, 
to a practitioner in that field - (i.e., for amplifying a person, with its 
stored knowledge, and AI heuristics for interpreting such expert knowledge). 
That is, expert systems assist humans (actuaries) in becoming more expert. 

Thus, an expert system uses AI inference coupled with a knowledge base for 
assisting in solving problems, making decisions and judgments or. for cr.eating, 
discovering, or inventing opportunities. Expert systems allow the tackling of 
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problems thst sre difficult enough to require solutions which go beyond simple 
arithmetic or logic, and that require heuristics of significant power for 
approaching what heretofore required human "experts" for their solution. The 
knowledge and AI heuristic processes necessary to ~rform at such an expert 
level, plus the AI inference algorithms used, can be viewed in the AI expert 
system as a model of the collective expertise of the best human expert practi
tioners in that field. Knowledge, once captured in such a fashion in an AI 
expert system, would also allow a non-expert to apply such expert knowledge and 
the heuristics to nearly match and often exceed the average unaided human expert 
in that field. Further, AI expert systems and their knowledge bases can be con
stantly updated as society gains new knowledge - e.g., the "education" of expert 
systems continues via the updating of their knowledge base. 

What is a knowledge base? The process of building a knowledge base for use with 
an AI expert system requires the compilation of an extremely "factual" taxonomy 
of the (each) specialized field - and the heuristics for its application. Such 
knowledge-based taxonomies turn out to be far more understandable and accurate, 
and therefore, more useful, than today's manuals and textbooks. "Knowledge engi
nee ring" , requiring knowledge engineers, since AI systems recently became prac
tical, is a rapidly growing new profession. Part of the task is the creation of 
"knowledge bases" for use in "expert systems", codifying a knOWledge base is a 
task, as stated earlier, closely related to programming. Today, there are few 
knowledge engineers and perhaps not many that sre employed full time. In the 
future, most computer professionals could become, in one form or another, knowl
edge professionals. Today, expert systems are computer programs employing arti
ficial intelligence operations using knowledge bases for advising people (in an 
expert fashion) in the "real-time" of the process of doing something - like 
assisting and amplifying actuary professionals. 

FUTURE AI/EXPERT ACTUARY MACHINE ALTERNATIVES 

In forecasting the future of AI expert systems, there are a number of obvious 
and expanding application areas. Perhaps at the top of the list for the course 
of future events for the 1980s are AI advice-giving systems. Already expert 
system programs exist, or are on the CAD screens, for medical diagnosis, archi
tectural design, design of very large-scale integrated silicon circuits, molecu
lar generic design, programming, office management decisioning, factory 
management, home advice (e.g., financial, garden, lawn, repairs) and much more, 
including many applications in accounting, actuarial and auditing. Being 
designed are expert management systems, expert programmer systems, expert 
accounting/auditing machines, and the like. For example, envision how your pro
fession would be enhanced and changed with an expert actuarial acquisition mana
gement system or machine. 

Besides consulting, AI expert systems also can assist in the creative, manage
ment, design and other invention arts, as well as to give diagnostic and 
prescriptive advice, and to dialogue, giving recommendations for the real-time 
tasks at hand. Such dialogues involve the AI expert system threading itself 
through its knowledge base via "IF-THEN-AND" heuristic rules together with the 
human that it is adviSing. Some additional near-term uses and markets involve: 
configuration management, robotics, assessment and planning, forecasting, 
intelligent agent functions, office automation, image, signal and voice inter
pretation, and education and training. Thus, esch of these areas. In the 
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future, will undergo drastic changes as AI is implemented in these areAS - not 
only in how they will be enhanced, but also in what will be acquired and how 
they will be acquisition managed. 

Future expert systems, in the form of "people ampl.lfiers" (future remote screen 
and keyboard computers or terminals or hand-he iel computers), present factual 
data or information and advice or give opinions, based upon the "AI knowledge" 
contained in their knowledge bases. 

Further, and importantly, an expert system can backtrack to tell the logical 
process that it went through to arrive at its "expert" advice or opinion. 

The knowledge base of an expert system consists of "facts" and heuristics. The 
"facts" constitute a body, or taxonomy of knowledge (information), that is simi
lar to the information that a human expert would use for whatever expert task 
such an expert would be performing - codified in "IF-THEN-AND" rules. But here
in lies the stumbling block - what does an expert (human) do? Thus, it is no 
easy task to create a knowledge bARe which contains expert information and 
knowledge which is generally agreed upon by experts in a field. Further, not 
all expert knowledge is a set of "black and white" logic facts - much expert 
knowledge is codifiable only as alternatives, possibles, guesses and opinions 
(Le., as fuzzy heuristics). Heuristics, thus, consist of rules of good judg
ment, fuzzy knowledge, rules of plausible reasoning, as well as hard and fast 
logical reasoning, rules of good guessing, and the like, that are characteristic 
of expert-level decision making. Therefore, the performance level of an AI 
expert system is primarily a function of the size and capacity of the knowledge 
base, the quality of its contaIned expert information, the completeness of its 
taxonomy, and the number and characteristics of its stored or programmed artifi
cial intelligent heuristics (inference rules and procedures). Today, we are 
just at the ground floor of creating a variety of knowledga bases. The future 
will see this variety grow and the knowledge base contents evolve with consider
able recodified knowledge. 

Thus, there should be llttle doubt for the future, that as AI expert systems 
evolve to become "experts", humans will possess very powerful people-amplifying 
tools to assist the actuary profession in almost any task they tackle -
including, to reiterate, actuarial acquisition management. In fact, because a 
knowledge base arranges knowledge in a somewhat procedural fashion, like a com
puter program, it must be more complete, correct and comprehensible than the 
typical text book or.manual. Therefore, experience with current expert systems 
shows that, when compared with traditional sources of knowledge (books, tapes, 
classrooms, etc.), present and future knowledge-based systems are (or can 
become) 10 to 1,000 times more complete, precise, correct and comprehensible. 

But perhaps more importAntly, as was stated earlier, AI expert systems allow 
knowledge application in the real-time of human decision making anrl actions - to 
amplify the management process. The expanded use of expert systems can thus be 
forecasted to impact distributed computer system development in the following 
directions: 1) more conviviality - more ease-of-use, friendly and helpful 
interface functions, 2) more portability for real-time use by managers and pro
fessionals, and 3) more inference and knowledge processing engine architec
tures. 



Ia there an AI expert syste. in your future? We can now forecast A positive 
"yes", even for actuaries. 

Two expert systems have recently reached the "champion" level - they are DENDRAL 
and MACSl11A. DENDRAL is a knowledge-based expert AI system for solving a class 
of symbolic chemistry problems. It is the culmination of 16 years of AI re
search and experimentation at Stanford University. It has reached the level 
wherein there exists nO other better means (human or machine) for doing symbolic 
chemistry. MACSYMA is a knowledge-based expert AI system for solving symbolic 
general math equations and systems of equations. MACSYMA solves symbolic alge
braic equations and performs differential and integral calculus. It also has 
reached the champion level at which no other better means (tool) exists (hum~n 
or machine) for performing general mathematics and statistics. 

In development are numerous AI knowledge-based expert systems that soon could 
reach "champion" level status. Included in this' growing list are AI knowledge
based expert systems for such applications as: Air Traffic Control, Computer 
Configuration, VLSI Design, Crisis Management, Computer-Aided Design, and 
Computer Maintenance. 

Because of these recent AI breakthroughs, funding for AI should be expected to 
be significantly expanded. 

However, the biggest recently announced development in AI comes from the 
Japanese. In October, 1981, the Japanese announced their 5th Generation CO~
puter for the 1990s. It is to be a knowledge information processing system. 
Briefly, this Japanese AI Computer System, that they have recently committed to 
development, includes: a Knowledg" Base HIlnagement System, .on IntelUg"nt 
Interface System, ~ Problem-Solving and Infer"nce System, a lilrge Knowledge 
Base, a Relational Algebra Machine, an Intelligent Programming System, an 
Intelligent VLSI CAD Development System, and a collection of Innovative non-von 
Neuman mechanisms/processors. 

Further, the expected speed ranges up to 1,000 Mega LIPS (Lips stands for Logic 
Inference Proce~Ring steps and 1 UP equnls approx.tmAtely 1,000 information pro
cessing steps). That i$, its upper computational speed range is cl'Jse to exe
cuting the equivilJent of a trillion instructions per second! However, future 
defense system~ will need many different types of AI machines, most with leRser 
capability. 

The Japanese goRI is to elevate knOWledge and information to the level of a 
basic human need (like food), and, in 80 doIng, realize thAt they ",'.IAt cre~te a 
new industry. Their current plan is to l"ap far aheart of the rest of the ",orld 
and to lead the world in AI machInes. They have Initiated this effort. Thu" 
again, the Japanese have set an advanced technology target for us to shoot at and 
perhaps to go beyond. 

The future of Al includes: w.f.denlng "pplicAtion, rapid growth in uRage, growth 
in AI application programs for "ssisting most scientific, engineering and man
agement diSciplines including the development of new inferen<:e engine-type com
puters and their acquisition, development, growth, evolution, and acquisition of 
knowledge bases. 



In the new information age, what Reems to be emerging is an exponential growth 
in new knowledge and information - that requires new tools like AI systems to 
assist humans in their application. For the Al system to be a useful assistant, 
efforts are required to reduce tht9 vast growth of detained information into 
something digestible, and to add intellJ.gence. Thus the trend is to squeeze 
partitionable discipll.ne areas into specific frames or models. Such reduction
alisms are marked by their integrntive nature through the universal language of 
modeling, which 1.s fRqt taking av"r the role heretofor" played by mathematIcs. 
The computer enters the pIctllre as the tool allowing such real-world models to 
be simulated. Throllgh computer simulation, scientific experimentation occurs 
and becomes possible without attendant cumbersome laboratory equipment and pro
cedures. Now by cOllpU.ng AI knowledge base e"pertise. to assist in the discovery 
and decisioning proceSges, future actuariAl use of knowledge should be greatly 
enhanced. 

That is, through modeUng and simulation w!.th AI, It i9 now possible for sden
tists to "play" serIous experimentill and m"thematical "games" with th" object of 
their research or in tactical situatIons via the use of inference engines. This 
is accomplished without first needing to learn sophisticated heuristics, manage
ment sciences, laboratory techniques or mathematics. In other words, the de
tailed discipline-oriented experimental skills Rnd procedures are imbedded 
within the computerized Al model. Such ··robot-simulators" allow decision makers 
and scientists to concentrate with the system (knowledge) being investigated, 
rather than being buried within the mathematics and discipline ··crafts" to per
form the desired experiment or to test a decision. Today, however, we must 
first learn our field, plus the computer Simulation/modeling language - however, 
with AI expert systems, one need only know (and concentrate on) one's field of 
expertise. That is, expert AI systems are convivial. Thus, robot AI simulator 
assistants increasingly will do for the scientist and decision maker what the 
calculator does for the average person in applying arithmetic. That is, calcu
lators remove the need to perform bulky, precise hnd rote skill math (unctions, 
allowing the reseArcher to get tmre quickly and easily to the core matters at 
hand - i.e., the search and acquisition of new knowledge or for making strategic 
or tactical decisions. 

With future AI robot-simulators amplifying what we do, we could Ask questions of 
computer IOOdeling And have simulated AI experiments performed that otherwise 
would be nearly impossible or too time-consuming and costly. 

Next, envision future robot-simulators, in the form of advanced hand-held calcu
lators, with voice dialoguing and with AI capabilities. Further, envision them 
in the form of a simulator for general decf.s1on making rather than for calcu
lating. The utility of such future smart robot-simulators for actuaries, managers, 
generals, admirals, programmers, doctors, politicians, voters, and so forth, 
becomes obvious when we think of them as people-amplifiers or as "electronic 
assistants". 

Thu8, computerized AI expert systems, in the not so dlstant future, could become 
everyday necessary adjuncts to be worn or carried as part of our dress. They 
could assist us in many ways to amplify our minds, as well as our bodies, in
cluding our interactions and communication with others and with our systems. 
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CONCLUSION 

For centuries, sdvances in many different science and technologicsl areas have 
altered many times over the context of life and the structure of society. Now 
we are at the threshold of placing society's accumulated knowledge into 
Artificial Intelligence-type expert systems for amplifying .. hat we do with 
knowledge. Human capabilities are extremely limited when uno !<fed via technics. 
In the past, mechanistic technological advances amplified h'""·,, ~bUities for 
pounding, locomotion, lifting, toting, cutting, seeing, di.ggI"~. hearing, re
sisting diseases, coping with weather, arithmetic operations, "ud much more. 

We are now at' a new technological threshold, entering a new et" for amplifying 
human powers for perceptual reason.ing, decision m~i{.ing, invenl.lng, creating, 
thinking and other mental activities - and what an actuary does. This new era 
results from our recent acquisition of knowledge for constructing artificially
intelligent expert m~chines for amplifying our mf.nd' s activities. Such amplifi
cation for raising the productivity of the mind is "chieved by imitatf.ng 
artificially the brain's reasoning and other mental powers with computer tech
nology in the form of expert systems. 

The result of recent advances in AI expert systems is about to put the actuary 
profession at the brink of massive application of Art Uicial Intelligence. As a 
result, a new era is opening that should totally change the charact"r of what an 
actuary does. 

Even though AI haa been a subject of study and rese"rch within computer science 
for decades, few are versed in what it is and .its ne .. developments. Now, with 
its recent breAkthrough into practicali ty, the· actuary profession is 111-
prepared for reaping early on its full potential and the opportunities it 
affords. Nor are we prepared for the changes that it must force in education, 
the office and in society, as it goes into massive use. 

From the foregoing, there should be little dO'lbt that this AI breakthrough 
should explosively grow in usage by actuariep, and relatively soon. 
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